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Letters To The Editor
De a r Glenn & Staff,
Congratulations on your Jan. issue ofT. C. Most impressive!
Mike Warton--Pres. Balcones Grotto
Far Out!

A real issue of the Texas Caver.
B ob Llo y d

E nclosed is my$ 4 . 00 and bless i ngs.
Dwight Deal- -Board of Directors, NSS
Congratulations to you and the TC staff for a fine first issue of the '73
T e xas Caver. I wish you the best of luck.
Bill Elliott--Ex-Pres. TSA
Congratulations.

Great work so far on the CAVER, and ON TIME! WOW!
Ken Griffin

I'll keep you and family and your new task as Tx Caver editor in my
prayers.
Roger Bartholomew- -Ex -Chairman, AAC
Enclosed is my check for the 1973 CAVER, and may I wish you a hell of
a lot of luck.
Carl Kunath--Forrner Ed . , Texas Caver
Glad to hear that the 1973 Texas Caver is off to such a good beginning.
Neal Morris--Vice-Pres. TSA
Somehow, reading your letter and what you have done already with the
Caver, I feel that we have at last, a live wir e and a purposeful direction
at the head of the Texas Caver. I am going to send James my re-subscription in the next mail so as not to miss any issue.
Torn Warden
De ar Jim, (Jasek)
If you have any influence at all on either the 1972 editor or the 1973 editor,
ask him to ride herd on grammar, syntax, and just plain editing and rewriting. Some of the January 1973 was awful , not to mention obvious
nonarticles used to fill pages. I can understand tha t filling problem with
the January 1973 issue, but if the Editor isn't alert to and con c erned about
writing quality, he should (if he can) find someon e to e dit and rewrite
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while he kicks shins with a smile to get material, good or bad, submitted. Do not interpret the preceding (sic) paragraph to be an 1-coulddo-it-better claim; I am not an accomplisher.
John Henderson
810 1/2 N . E. l Avenue
Fort Lauderdale, Florida

33304

Nine out of ten is not bad, especially if you take into consideration the caliber
of the people who replied.
--Ed.
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by Phil Winkler
The BOG of TSA met at the University of Texas Student Union on
Sa turday, January 27 in Austin. The turnout of ca v ers was huge and
eve n though a large room was provided, it still turned out to be standing room only when the meeting finally convened.
New President Ronn~ Fieseler called the meeting to order and
sa id hello to everyone. Ronnie has the TSS files which are available
t o TSA members. He also said that the cartoon book " There We Was"
has been reprinted again and is available from Jerry :_,indsay for 50
ce nts each. The TSA book ''Commercial Caves of Texas'' is moving
al ong but needs pictures, old and new, and anecdotes or stories of any
of the commercial Texas caves.
Next came a report by Chuck Stuehm on the Cave Rescue training
se ssion. There was a lot of ground covered at this first session with
a lot of interest for more and better sessions.
Louise Powers gave a report on Conservation activities and mentio ned the need for continuing interest in Ezell''s Cave in San Marcos.
A comment on ''task forces' from Bill Russell caused Louise to bounce
off the ceiling a few times. After a moment of embarrassed silence
fr om the room she was calmed and the meeting continued.
Bill Russell presented the idea that each grotto undertake to gate
a t least one cave as a project. This would insure that the caves would
r e main available to us and relieve the cave owner's worries over
inexperienced, unauthorized people entering his cave.
Ollene Bundrant has the TSA Library which now contains many fine
novels written in French if you'd like to do some translating. She
mentioned that many of the Frenchmen here for Midnight Cave experiments expressed interest in obtaining TSA arm patches. The motion was
made and passed to send fifteen patches to the Frenchmen.
William White is publishing a book on the long (over 2km.) and the
deep caves of the USA. With the compiling and verification of this list
the US can take its place in the International Congress of Speleology as
having the most and the best in the world. Texas has eleven of these
caves and ranks eighth in the country.
The NSS BOG meeting will be held in Albuquerque on the twentyfourth of March. Contact Carol Hill in Albuquerque for information.
It is not so far away and some of the questions to be considered and
acted upon could definitely affect Texas cavers, so it is hoped that
TSA will have a delegation there. A petition was circulated at the
meeting in Austin to have Gi.ll ~ Ediger made a member of the NSS board.
Frank Binney and Ronnie Fieseler told o£ the Man-Hunt at Enchanted
Ro c k.
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It was decided that the TSA approves of Dr. Halliday aft.er all.

Glenn Darilek presented a lengthy motion covering adoption by the
TSA of the TEXAS CAVER as its official periodical and responsible
for the success ofit. The final version, as unanimously adopted, is
as follows.
Mr. Chairman:
I move that the TEXAS CAVER be adopted as the official periodical
of the Texas Speleological Association with the following stipulations;
1.
That no other publication be given preference for the
dissemination of information concerning the activities of the
TSA.
2.
That all meetings, conventions, and project notices be published in the TEXAS CAVER provided they are submitted
enough in advance of the date of the event.
3.
That all decisions concerning the selection of the Texas
Caver staff, the selection of the printer, and the selection
of the material for publication be left entirely to the editor
of the Texas Caver.
4.
That the Texas Caver publish a financial report for each
publishing year within two months of the end of that year.
5.
That all members of the TSA be encouraged to subscribe
to the Texas Caver.
6.
That organizations be discouraged from obtaining a copy of
the Texas Caver for the use of its members in order to
circumvent the payment of individual subscription fees.
7.
That the officers and publications chairman of the TSA be
resplnsible for encouraging that the Texas Caver publishes
at least twelve regular is sues each year.
8.
That the TSA shall notbe responsible for any debts incurred
by the editor of the Texas Caver without pri.o r approval of
the officers and the publications chairman of TSA.
9.
That the TSA Board of Govenors be empowered to remove the
editor of the Texas Caver from position because of failure to
publish regularly, misappropriation of funds, preferential
or biased treatment of editorial content, gross editorial
negligence or failure to exercise proper editorial control,
by a two-thirds vote at any Board of Govenors meeting. This
power shall include the impoundment of any unused funds
and materials.
10.
That the officers of the TSA and the publications chairman
with the consultation of the editor of the Texas Caver (provided he has not been removed from position) select and
appoint succeeding editors of the Texas Caver, subject to
confirmation by a simple majority of voting members following the Board of Govenor s . n1eeting.
11.
That the Texas Caver operate as a non-profit publication with
no payment to the editor or staff except funds to cover actual
expenses incurred.
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lN&W COITROL FI LM
by David Foster

One of the toughest assignments a cave photographer has is to produce a good quality print f ro m
a 35mm negat ive. Invariably he winds up with a
grai ny photograph. Grain is the result of l i ght s e ns itive silver particles that make up the f ilm 1 s
e m ulsion. Different types of films produc e d iffe rent
a m ounts of grain. Gene rally speaking however , the
s lower the film the finer the grain.
The most popular fine grain film on the market
to day is Panatomic-X. HoweYer, with the de velop ment made b y Hal Holden
a nd Arnold Weichert, Pan-X seems to be lo s i n g its edge
T he i r new film
H & W Control, offers better resolution and a h i gh er f i lm speed (ASA 80) along
with excellent highlight and shadow detail. It s g r a inlessn ess p uts Pan- X to
sh ame . Also, the super hard emulsion make s it virtua lly scratch-proof, a
gr e at improvement over conventional films . I ha ve use d th is film on several
oc casions and find it far superior to Pan-X .
There are a couple of drawbacks to this film , how ever: (a) It must be
pr ocessed in H & W Control Developer , consequently under exposure cannot
be corrected by souping or by overdeveloping
(b ) S ince it t ends to curl
ba c kwards , care must be taken to insure that it i s p la c e d in t he carrier
properly.
Where can you get it? W ell, if your local
camera store doesn 1t handle it you can order
directly from the H & W Company ; Box 332;
St . Johnsbury, Vermont , 05819. Price for a 36
exposure roll is $1. 15 (a minimum of four rolls must
must be purchased) H & W Control developer is
$2.80 for a four ounce bottle, enough to process
twelve rolls . If you load your own, a 100 foot
roll is available for around $9. 00.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

It may not be loo late to e nter the 1973 TSA

Photo Salon. Entries must be postmarked no later
thanApril 1, 1973 and sent to Ronald G. Fieseler,
400 Lockhart Dr., Austin, Texas 78704. Contact
Ronnie or refer to the February Texas Caver for
details and rules.
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Depressin1 Discoveries
OR
THE MORE AGONIZING ASPECTS OF CAVE EXPLORING
by Jim McLain
Actually I didn't know whether to laugh or cry. Even though it had
been over for several years now, the visions of those hot, painful climbs
up through the lechiguilla had been floating around in the back of my head
and now as I spoke with Mike Walsh the memories came back. Mike was
telling me about a big new cave the Alamo Area Chapter had found in the
canyon west of Bustamante, N. L., Mexico; near where the Rio Sabinas
flows from a spring.
It was most likely our cave, and I guess they spent as much time
searching for it as we did, so they certainly deserved the discovery. I
suppose it's just as well that they didn't know about our many trips into
the area looking for El Volcan, as we came to call it. They would have
been discouraged.
I first heard the name in May 1965. A group of us from Houston were
in Bustamante, mainly to climb the Cabeza De Leon (a prominent summit)
and look for caves on the way up. We met Bill Russell and some Austin
people camped in an idealic spot (since obliterated by a hurricane) in the
Rio Sabinas Canyon west of town. We talked about other caves in that
general area, and Bill said that the people in Bustamante told stories
about a cave called El Volcan, which was very difficult to reach and supposedly very high on a wall in that same canyon where we were camped.
I have a memorable, and as it turns out somewhat prophetic,photograph of
Barbara Hershberger pointing enthusiastically to some holes far off on the
mountain.
There were subsequent trips to Mexico, but El Volcan slipped into the
backs of our minds and really didn't pop up again until Easter 196 8. Some
of us from Houston were down there with motorcycles having a big time
getting away from the city. We were camped on the river west of
Bustamante, watching some bulls fight when a well dressed fellow walked
up, introducing himself as Cesar Garcia, a salesman from Monterrey
back visiting his old home town. I still have his business card. I've kept
it all these years with the faint hope of looking him up someday and punching him in the nose'.
When we told him that we often come to Mexico to see the caves he
startled us with his next question. Had we been up to El Volcan? He then
described a previous trip to this cave, which had proven to be so perilous
that his companion had been afraid to accompany him all the way. After
a quick bike ride down the canyon, Cesar pointed up to some vague holes
near a cliff face, but it was really to dark to see anything. When he
noticed our rope he agreed to climb back up to the cave with us, but the
next day at the appointed time he failed to appear; so we went up anyway,
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crashing through the thorns, stumbling around, sliding, cur sing Cesar
Garcia, finding nothing.
Later that same year, Don Brousard, Dave Honea and I met some
Houston cavers in Bustamante and hired the town's western most inhatitant
who assured us that he could lead us to El Vol can. Driving to the west
end of the canyon, which was a good start, the group headed across the
river and up the side of the mountain, which was bad-- wrong side of the
canyon, wrong mountain. The cave was 300 feet long, and our guide finally
admitted that it was not really '·'THE" El Volcan. He assured us that El
Volcan was too dangerous, and he took us over to talk to a goat herder who
spoke of the enterance with vivid description of how at times the airflow is
so great as to blow your hat away. He would have nothing to do with going
up there, however, and as far as directions could only point up to a cliff
called the Cabeza Del Diablo which loomed about 1500 feet above.
Six months later Charles Fromen talked me and some other Houston
people into another trip. Fromen had been experimenting with home-made
sheet iron and plastic leggings which he claimed would enable him to crash
through any cactus with impunity. Not being as well equipped, I chickened
out and decided to visit an interesting place I had spotted 0"1 the map, El
Potrero, a canyon 20 miles south of Bustamante. I rode my cycle into
Potrero only to meet Terry Raines' truck coming out. Oh well, so much
for checking out that place.
Fromen returned from the mountain having seen, but not entered a
large hcle about 3000 feet above the canyon floor. From his photographs,
everyone was convinced that it just had to be El Volcan. A major assault
was planned for November, 1968.
Unfortunately our group's arrival coincided with the arrival of a very
cold norther. The ground party which was supposed to use telescopes and
short wave radios to guide the climbers to the cave, was helpless in the
50 foot visability. The radios could pick up C. B. operators in California,
but two way communications with the mountain failed. The cavers finally
returned, describing a giant shelter, possible Indian artifacts and a
horrible ordeal with the weather, which was the worst I have seen in
Mexico. Some of us were suffering from exposure. I wasn't even in the
climbing party, but I had to check into a hospital when we got back to the
United States.
Enthusiam for El Volcan waned. Fromen suckered some people into
a few more trips up the mountain, and I know of at least one person who
refuses to speak to him on account of the ordeals. One of the Mexicans
we occasionally would try to employ as a guide refers to Charles as "El
Hombre Loco" for even wanting to climb up to the cave. Its exist-ence is
well known in town, but everyone's knowledge is second hand. Once, in
desperation, we took three local school teachers into the canyon. They
pointed to the Cabeza Del Diablo cliff and said El Volcan was nearby, but
they didn't know of anyone who had actually been up there .
July, 1969, was our last trip doWTI, to look for the cave. By that time
we had so many other leads that it was easy to relegate El Volcan to myth
status.
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CAVERS' FIRST AID

NOTES

PART 4
DEFAZ
SHOCK
This month we will discuss the
silent killer . It quiety envelops an
accident victim if defensive measures are not taken. In the guise o£
YES:
traumatic
shock it is a depressed
vacant
condition
of
the body that can caus e
lackluster
death.
UPILS:
TRAUMATIC shock usually ac companies injuries, e. g., burns,
wounds, and fractures, and can be
caused. by loss of large quantities
of blood . The shock victim usually
feels weak and lightheaded. His
vomit
skin turns pale and is moist and
cool to the touch. He may be naus pale
eous and sweaty, his pulse is rapid
cold
but
may be very weak. Shock is ea sy
moist
to spot, yet ma;ny die unnecessaril y
PULSE:
because it is not treated for by the
weak
first aider.
rapid
WHY!?
Because all too often the victim
shows only a few of the signs of
shock, or none at all. Oftentimes
the victim even seems more alert
than usual and feels optimistic about his injuries or even scoffs at his need
for first aid. Suddenly he falls into deep shock and possibly death.
ing:

Yet, the first aider may prevent any and all shock simply by rememberGIVE FIRST AID FOR SHOCK TO ALL INJURED PEOPLE.

First aid for SHOCK:
In treating or preventing shock three things must be kept in mind:
Position of the victim, retention of body heat, and administration of fluids
The victim should be kept lying down FLAT. This posit ion allows the
blood to flow throughout the body with the least effort
If possible, the
injured limb should be elevated to ease the pain of the injured extremity
Once the victim is down, efforts should be made to retain his body heat
It should be our purpose not to add heat, except in cold weather , but to
help the body retain its own heat
This can be done by placing blankets
or ground-cloths under the body and covering over the body as dictated
by the weather
If external heat must be applied care should be taken to
0

0

0

0

0

0
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prevent burning the victim. All heat producing materials should be slightly
above body temperature because extended contact with a lightly hot object
will cause a "cookin" of the area. As a general rule just prevent the victim
from cooling down.
Fluids should not be given to unconscious victims if medical help is
within half an hour's time away. If the victim asks for water, and medical
help is some time away, plain water, neither hot or cold, may be given .
DO NOT GIVE ALCOHOLIC DRINKS because this drug often causes unusual
and unnecessary effects on the body under stress . The amounts of fluids
administered should be determined by the tolerance of them by the victim.
In general, keep the victim lying flat and covered if he is cooling;
administer fluids only if the victim complains of thirst and medical help is
over a half hour away. REMEMBER: Shock is the silent killer because it
sneaks up on the unwary .
BE A WARE --- SHOCK KILLS.
Next month:

*

Splinting the extremity.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Save

.. . . .

a true life experience, as told by one who knows
On a recent cave trip near Boerne, Texas, I had an experience which
taught me how right the safety conscious people are, and how important it is
for the new vertical caver to attend practice sessions.
I have been active in caving for several years, but have had very
limited vertical experience . Thus, when I heard of the trip to an 80 foot pit,
and that there were other novice vertical cavers along, I eagerly joined the
group. I looked upon this trip as an excellent time to gain more skill and confidence. As I do not yet own my own vertical gear, I borrowed equipment
from a fellow caver who explained the proper use of his gear before loaning
it. Luckily, the gear fit me fairly well.
I descended into the pit, which was rather small at the bottom, with
no problems; and then awaited my turn to ascend. Blissfully ~naware of the
problems about to arise, I started my journey out. Using jumars, with no
safety, I had only two points of contact; and was not carrying a prussik knot
to use in case of emergency.
Well, in spite of my belief that accidents only happen to others, I
soon found myself in a position of doubtful security. While ascending, and
reaching a point approximately twenty feet from the floor of the cave, the
webbing to my right jumar suddenly snapped in two. Now I know that it is
important to have confidence in your equipment; however, I now found it
difficult to place any faith in the webbing to my left jumar. Especially as
it now held all my weight and not just half. First, I wrapped the rope around
my right leg three or four times-just in case. Second, I tested my vocal
chords under adverse conditions, and found they worked very well. In no
time at all I had the attention of those above ground, and had explained the
circumstances to them. The first advice I received was a very prompt
"hang on. 11 As I was not inclined to argue, I did just that. Then I felt something on my back and shoulders- -thank God, it was a second jumar lowered
very accurately from above. Hurriedly, I hooked up for two points of contact .
As my arms were beginning to feel the strain, I decided to go back down the
rope and rest while someone else went out, then start all over again. Here's
where the training sessions might have helped
Never having gone down a
rope with jumars, I did not know the proper technique. Instead of releasing
the cam and sliding the jumar down, I took the left jumar completely off the
rope and hooked it up again about a foot lower. I then put my weight on the
left jumar and reache·d for the right jumar to lower it too. That's when I
discovered that the jumar lowered to me must have peen made for a seven
foot giant. No matter how I stretched, my arm was about a foot short of my
right jumar. No problem, I thought, I'll just raise my left jurnar, so I can
reach the right one and then I'll take smaller steps going down. But much to
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my dismay, I now discovered that I had jammed the left jumar. How? The
giant's jumar had a safety rope on it, and I had caught that with the main
r ope when I'd lowered my left jumar. As it was jammed solid, I could neither
raise nor lower it, and I could not reach the other jumar, I came to the conclusion I needed additional help.
I informed the cavers on top that I was stuck, and though they did not
understand my problem (voices echoed), help was sent down immediately in
t h e form of a very experienced caver . After arriving on the scene, discove ring my problems, and somehow managing to straighten them out, he very
quickly had us ready to exit. As my rescuer had descended on jumars so
that he too could ascend, I had his moral support and encouragement to help
ove rcome my weariness . I was quite thankful to reach the sunshine and those
frie ndly cavers on top . The tw o cavers who played the biggest part in helping me were Chuck Stuehm and Richard Paine (both from AAC) . As I can
not always anticipate having them along for rescue purposes , I guess the next
bes t thing is to attend the training sessions and learn the prop~r use of all
ve rtical gear and all necessary knots. I hope everyone learning to vertical
cave will do the same .
Probable cause of equipment failure was weld abrasion. Watch for an
im p o rtant article on this w next month's issue.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Genuine BUCO GUARDIAN
motorcycle helmets reconunended
a nd approved for caving after exte nsive field testing by T. 0. Pundit,
T. C. Ferret, C. A. Vemonger, K.
Branson, and a raft of other well
known and respected cavers. Over
f our times the strength of regular
h ard hats. Comes complete, w1th
mounted lamp bracket and chin
strap. And the price is only a remarkable $10. 00, postpaid. Make
checks payable to TSA Patch and
Helmet Fund.

*

.

ORDER FROM:
J. Neal Morris
7 04

w.

28

1) i SL

Austin, Texas
78705

*Accordin g

to U.S. Bure a u of Mines test report.
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Texas Caver Interviews

AMCS

by Mike Walsh

As newly appointed publications chairman of the TSA, I felt that the
membership would benefit from learning more about some of the publications put out by members of the TSA. One of the most interesting publications is that of the Association for Mexican Cave Studies. Terry Raines,
the publishing editor, granted this interview as he was busily working at
his printing press.
Walsh: Perhaps a good place to start this interview would be to ask what
is the Association for Mexican Cave Studies?
Raines: The AMCS is an organization dedicated to the collection and dissemination of information pertaining to the caves of Mexico.
Walsh: When did the AMCS first organize and who were some of the people
responsible for its organization?
Raines: The AMCS was first organized under the name of the Speleological
Survey of Mexico, but due to various reasons we changed the name to the
Association for Mexican Cave Studies.
Walsh: When did this occur?
Raines: The SSM was organized about Christmas of 1962.
Walsh: Who were the main people involved?
Raines: TR Evans was our founding father, and he interested many of us at
the University of Texas Grotto, primarily Bill Russell, James Reddell, and
myself.
Walsh: Why did you feel that the formation of the AMCS was necessary at
that time?
Raines: No information was organized to any extent concerning the caves of
Mexico and it was a natural step to take.
Walsh: What are the membership requirements, if any, for the AMCS?
Raines: I should clarify one thing at this time: the AMCS rather than an
organized membership organization is a publishing organization perhaps
similar to the National Geographic Society. We are primarily interested
in the publication and dissemination of Mexican cave information. To
become an AMCS caver one merely subscribes to any of the publications.
Walsh: Would this be the reason that membership cards are not issued?
Raines: Yes, the AMCS would like people to feel they are part of the AMCS
when they subscribe.
Walsh: Who are the members of the AMCS; what group or groups make up
the AMCS?
Raines: People associated with the AMCS are scattered throughout the
world, but of course as it is situated here in Austin, the people who do
most of the work toward the collecting of information, assembling it and
producing it in the form of a publication live here in Austin.
Walsh: Who are some of the principal people in the AMCS and does anyone
else in the organization have a position as far as a title?
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Raines: At present Bill Russell handles the cave files, Jan Lewis the
secretarial" duties, James Reddell coordinates the biological collections,
I am publications editor and there are numerous individuals like James
Jasek who do not have formal titles. And in the AMCS there are positions
for the asking. Anyone who is interested in one particular subject, such
as collecting information on a local area, could create a position and we
would print it in each newsletter, not only to make it official, but to help
him coordinate work in his area.
Walsh: I believe that we touched on this a minute ago, but I would like to
bring up the question of why there is no organized structure in the AMCS
such as president or vice-president?
Ra ines: A president and vice president are for presiding over large groups
and since there is usually less than ten people at an AMCS meeting, we
can reach decisions by consensus without the need of a presiding officer.
Our formal structure is organized by job titles so that a definite person
will be responsible for each job, and everyone knows who is responsible,
and we do try to operate with the minimal amount of time spent on bureaucracy.
Walsh: Would that be why treasurer 1s reports have not been issued to the
members hip?
Ra ines: If someone is interested in this sort of thing they should show up at
AMCS nights. We did not feel it was worthwhile to publish budgets in the
newsletter, but this information is available to anyone who wants to write
or come by.
Walsh: When and where are the AMCS nights held?
R aines: As has been published in the past, AMCS nights are held every
Monday at seven o 1 clock at 703 Carolyn, Austin, Texas.
Walsh: I would like to get in the background of the editor for a minute ...
Raines: I 1 m flattered.
Walsh: What is your main area of interest as far as caving and why?
Raines: Personally, I am interested in the documentation of caves: that
seems to me to be the phase that we are now in. Primarily locating,
describing caves and publishing this information so that the specialists
later on can use this to aid in their studies.
Walsh: As far as your primary loyalty to any group, such as the AMCS,
NSS, or UT, where would you say it is?
Raines: Well ... I 1 m loyal to speleology.
Walsh: How long has the Speleo Press been the printer for the AMCS?
Raines:· Since its conception. We here at the Speleo Press have dedicated
our lives to the interests of speleology. That is our primary goal; it
closely matches those of the AMCS.
Walsh: What is the publication schedule of the AMCS?
Raines: We have attempted to publish four newsletters per year and bulletins
as soon as the material becomes available.
Walsh: You mentioned that Bill Russell is in charge of the cave files. A lot
of information has been turned in to Bill and quite a few caves have been
mapped but in the past couple of years there has been in reality few cave
maps published by the AMCS. Would you comment on this?
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Raines: Most of the mapping in the last couple of years has been in large
caves in the Valles area, and none of these maps are ready for publication. For example, Arroyo is still being drafted, there is a mile of water
pas sage left to map in Venadito, arrl the lower level of Japones is not yet
explored. The only map completed is the Montecillos system, to be published in the Cave Report Series.
Walsh: I believe that the first Caves of the Inter-American Highway is now
out of print. ..
Raines: For four years now.
Walsh: When do you expect the new one to come out?
Raines: As soon as Bill Russell gets what he has organized and people turn
in the information which we have requested. In the last Texas Caver
there was a list of things which need to be done in Mexico. If everyone
will chip in and follow that list we will be in good shape.
Walsh: While the Caves of the Inter-American Highway is the best publication on the caves of Mexico, it is out of date. What could be done to prevent the next one from becoming outdated soon after publication?
Raines: Make it a policy to dynamite shut any new caves found. But realistically, the only effective method is to publish only after we have a good
general knowledge of the area. Only a few copies of Bulletin One were
published, as we knew it would be soon out of date, but we felt that few
cavers were familiar with Mexico and a guidebook was badly needed.
Walsh: Recently the AMCS started a new publication known as the Cave
Report Series. We were wondering about more of this type and is it
necessary that they be as complete as the Sotanito de Ahuacatlan report
before they are released?
Raines: If anyone is interested in one particular cave and would like to see
a publication come out on that cave, then they should organize known infor mation about that cave, fill in the gaps and then work up all the data into a
useful form and all of us working together will work up the final publication, and publish it as a number in the Cave Report Series.
Walsh: For many years the University of Texas Grotto was the AMCS but
in recent years other grottos in the state have done a lot of caving in
Mexico and have made a lot of contributions to the AMCS ...
Raines: That was the plan ... to involve everyone interested in Mexican
caves, not on a state basis or national basis, but on an international basis.
Walsh: Do you feel that these groups should contribute to the AMCS as
grottos working with the AMCS or as AMCS members above grotto loyalty?
Raines: We are all cavers and friends and everyone should work together ...
we don•t require anything ... we have no requirements.
Walsh: Recently you printed the names of some caver-vandals in Mexican
caves; is this part of a new policy?
Raines: No. It has always been our policy to encourage cave conservation.
Walsh: Will the AMCS continue this action toward cave vandalism?
Raines: It is standard conservation policy. It is coincidental if we overemphasized vandalism. We also emphasize good deed doers. Our conservation articles have had positive results in that people are becoming
more conscious about the pollution of caves and other of our natural resources.
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Walsh: Recently there have been several accidents in Texas and Mexico
concerning Texas cavers. Has the AMCS put any discussion into these
a ccidents and what has come of it?
Ra ines: In general we are opposed to accidents. If there is anything we
c an do to avoid them, we will do it.
Walsh: Recently you published the names of two long-time AMCS members
a nd connected them to a bad situation and made a statement to the effect
t hat they should be more careful. Is this something that you feel needs to
b e done?
Raines: Being careful? Yes, old cavers should be careful as well as new
c avers . We are interested in avoiding accidents at all costs. For example, we published the TSA Rescue Card which could possibly be of some
u se in Mexico for cavers exploring in Mexico, but most likely not. The
r escuers are so far removed from the rescuee that it would be very diffic ult to reach a stranded party in time in something really serious.
Walsh: Getting into something else, what about seemingly competing Mexican cave publications such as the Canadian Caver? What does the AMCS
feel about such publications?
Raines: The more information that is published on Mexico, the better, no
m atter where it is. Our policy is unselfish promotion of the study of Mexi can caves.
Wa lsh: I would assume the same would hold true for Southwest Texas
Grotto's publication on their activities in Mexico?
Ra ines: Throughout this interview you seem to have been emphasizing the
competition and loyalty bit. Well, you must not forget that we are all just
people and cavers working together.
Walsh: What are the future plans of the AMCS?
Ra ines: To continue publishing and organizing information as fast as we
receive it.
Walsh: Would you care to comment on anything brought up in this interview
or on anything in general?
Ra ines: I can't think of anything at this time.
Walsh: I would like to thank you for taking time out from your printing to
give this interview.

AMCS Publications

order from:

NEWSLETTERS
Volume I
Volume II
Volume III
Volume IV

$3.00
3.00
3.00
4.00

B ULLETINS
Bulletin II
Bulletin III
Bulletin IV

SOFT BOUND
$3.00
3.00
8.00

HARD BOUND
$5.00
5. 00
10.00

CAVE REPORT SERIES
Sotanito de Ahuacatlan

$2.50

$4.50

Terry Raines
PO Box 7037
Austin, Texas 78712
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Will It or Wont It P
by John Teates

Will it or won't it is often as ked by
spelunkers after their carbide lamp has
failed to light in three or four attempts.
The problem may be compound. It may
be that the calcium carbide has not received sufficient water to create the
acetylene gas needed. It may be that the
person striking has not trapped enough gas
in front of the reflector for a flame.
Perhaps the flint on the reflector is worn
beyond use. And there exists the possibility of a clogged tip.
A clogged tip usually results from
a dirty lamp. By far, the best time to
clean the lamp is immediately after an
outing, however, lamps, like caving clothes
are usually shelved until the next outing.
In the meantime a gummy, cakey residue of spent carbide remains m
the bottom. What many spelunkers do not realize is that despite the
felt pad (in brass lamps), ·minute particles of carbide penetrate the
pad and collect in the small space located below the water compartment
and behind the reflector. The amount that gathers depends upon
1) the amount of use of the lamp at a particular time, 2) the type of
cave (wet, dusty), or 3) the time between cleanings. The latter is
what this article is about--c.leaning lamps.
To remove the carbide from the bottom, turn the bottom over
and slightly bang the side on something. Make sure to catch the
carbide ( ... leave nothing but footprints ... ·). Should some resist
then use a knife or screwdriver and scrape the inside. Add a little
water, a finger, scrub, rinse and turn upside down to dry.
As for the felt pad, it can be patted or lightly tapped to
remove the dust, but do not crush it. And speaking of crush, if you
should deside to wash the pad, do not squeeze the water out.
Squeezing will cause the pad to compress, which in turn reduces
air space, that will in turn reduce the flow of gas, clog with
particles sooner and produce problems with the flame.
The reflector can be made shiney by using any chrome polish.
I have had success using furniture polish to obtain a bright reflector. Just spray and wipe with a cloth to produce an instant shine.
The tip can be cleaned by using a tip cleaner. Following that
step, place the tip to one's lips and blow through both ends. What
the tip cleaner fails to get your hot breath should.

--
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I have found that the best way to clean the
space behind the tip and reflector is to
completely strip the lamp of all its part s.
Take the top half and wash it wit h clean
.flowing water. Pla c e the front of the top
half to your lips and blo w. These two
s_teps should clean out the co arser par_
tlcles. To fine-clean it, take a cot ton
swab, soa k the tip and insert it throug h
the front and bottom openings . use
several swabs until the tips com e out
cl ean (fairly clean ). Do not expect a
white swab because bras s has a tendency
to rub off dirty.

*

The abo v e pro c esses should take
only fifteen minutes t o comp lete.
Think of it, is not fiftee n minutes of
effort better than t wo hours of fighting
with a .flickering flame ;

*

*

DEAD DEER

February 24, 1973

*

*

*

DITTO
by

Glenn Darilek

Once again there was need for a rescue 1n Dead D eer Ca ve, Bexar Co.
It seems that this cave, on posted property, is so oft e n e ntered by the local
youths that they have gear stashed in the cave for spu r of the mom e nt c a ving
tr ips. Part of the equipment was a mildewed, one -in ch manilla rop e.
The incident arose when two ill-equiped local boys entered the cave.
After going down a short pit, one of the boys was too tired to make the handov er-hand climb out. He reportedly fell 50 feet but w as not injured.
Dick White of Bexar County Civil Defense dire cted th e rescue using
Civil Defense volunteers and a crew of cavers headed b y Chuck Stuehm,
Safety and Rescue Chairman of the AAC.
It seems that the local news crews are so accustomed to covering this
story that this time they were able to take some in-the- cave movies. The y
al so managed to reveal the exact location of the cave for half the people of
So uth Texas. This virtually assured that there would be further difficulties
at the cave unless something was done to limit entry.
The evening following the rescue, Mike Walsh and a Civil D efe nse
representative visited with the owners of the cave. Being quite agitated
and concerned about the numer~ms rescues the y expr essed inter e st in gating
the cave, but are very hostile toward cavers. Working through th e Civil
Defense without mentioning caving Grganizations, the possibility of installing
a gate is progressing satisfactorily. It is very important that n o e ffort be
made to contact the owner or visit his cave at this time. Consid e ring th eir
attitudes toward cavers, any contact may destroy the n eg otiations. The ca r e fu l handling of this issue may result in cavers having a cces s in th e future
after it is gated. Anyone desiring more information please write the editor.
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llews & History
SOUTHWEST TEXAS GROTTO
Election of officers for 197 3 were held in January and the new officers
are as follows:
President: Stan Moerbe
Vice- President: Sandi Luker
Secretary: Mary Kay Krauska
Treasu r er: Jeri Jones
Expedition Chairman : D a le Pate
Equipment Chairman: Bud Allen
Publicat i ons Chairman: Robert Hemperly
Blake Harrison was h onored for his years of service as Speleo Supply
Chairman by being elected Honorary Speleo Supply Chairman; however, Joh n
T e ates is presently handling most of the equipment purchase transactions.
The club has been active in both Texas and Mex ico in the past two
months . Several members accompanied AAC to La Gruta del Precipicio m
Bustamante Canyon and helped with the exploration and mapping of this
fantastic new cave.
The annual McCarty clean-up took place in February with about fifte e n
members spending Sunday afternoon picking up two car loads of trash and
hauling it off to several dumpsters around San Marcos. The day was ended
with a trip through th~ cave .
The last weekend in February the club visited Carta Valley and after
failing in an attempt to enter Midnight settled for Punkin, Blowhole, and De e p
Caves . The first weekend in March several members along with Dan Wats on
and Mike Warton went to Pyramid Cave.
The grotto meetings are still held every second and fourth Thursday
of the month in Room 2 of the Science Building, everyone with any interest is
invited.

GREATER HOUSTON GROTTO
For the last couple of years the Houston Grotto has been concenfrating
on an area between Horsetail Falls near Monterrey, south to Galeana. We- •
have been in many virgin caves but nothing really significant. The area is
promising but we 1 retrying to keep our activities quiet so that in accordance
with our previous luck some other group will drive down there and find a
real monster cave.
We had been told about that 130 meter pit recently located by the Laredo
cavers, but as no one in Houston, at the time, had a rope that long, we tried
to ignore the story .
We have good news for you Texas cavers, too. For several years we ha ve
been sitting on a lead, a pit in West Texas which may be the deepest drop in
the U.S. I suppose thos e cavers in Alpine will be finding it any day now. Good
Luck .
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ALAMO AREA CHAPTER
At the January meeting, we were fortunate to have Terry Raines
co me and give a talk on the A.M. C. S. For the February meeting, we
had Doctor Green from the San Antonio Department of Health who spoke
on Rabies and the desirability of obtaining the FREE rabies prevention
vaccine. This vaccine can b e obtained from any city health department.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

CAVES
50 Kms

into

Mexico?
by Wayne Russell

Most Texas cavers are aware that the limestone around Comstock and
La ngtry contains some of the largest and deepest caves to be found anywhe re in the Lone Star State. This region north of the Rio Grande has been
fa irly well investigated and although the w ork is by no means complete
w e now have a fair concept of its potential.
But it is a different story when one looks southward across the river.
The same formations that make up the Stockton Plateau and related
s pe leofers continue on the other side of the border and while the area does
n ot appear to have the potential of regions further south, it could easily
m e et or beat anything to be found in Texas.
However, although the geology north and south of the river are nearly
i de ntical, a chart showing cave locations north of the border would be
p e ppered with dots representing caves but a similar chart of the Mexican
s ide would .be virtually blank.
The primary reason for this lopsided situation is the presence of an
in terstate highway (US 90) and a network of excellent ranch roads on the
Texas side of the river and a complete absence of even remotely comparab le roads on the Mexican side. The nearest border crossing is at Del
Rio and there is no paved road leading westward from Ciudad Acuna.
In fact there are no paved roads anywher e between Ci udad Acuna and
Big Bend. For that matter there are no towns or villages, only a few
ra nches and mines here and there.
The scarcity of decent roads has thus far prevented successful
penetration and investigation of this important region, in spite of its
near proximity to Texas cavers. It will never be a popular caving
area until the Mexican Government finds a reason to construct an improved road system for easier access, and this is unlikely to occur anytime soon. · Meanwhile this largely virgin caving area presents an
unusual opportunity for anyone with a good caving vehicle (truck , VW bus,
or four-wheeler). The caves are there. All you have to do is find them.

*
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As a sales promotion, Kellogg 1 s Cereals are offering three inch by
two inc h multi-color ecology stickers 11 free in every specially mar ked
package . 1 1 The best one features a cave man at a cave with the caption, 11 D o n 1 t litter, I like a clean cave . 11 The only other sticker wo rth
m e ntioning is the green ecology flag. Be the first caver on your
block to collect thes e two prize stickers.
Plan now to attend the 1973 NSS convention in Bloomington, India na ,
the week of June 16-24 .
On a recent (or not so recent) cave trip, Chuck Stuehm had to pa y
$1.29 per gallon for low octane gasoline . It seems that his stati on
wagon ran out of gas and he was forced to use his Coleman lantern
fuel to make it the rest of the way home. Although his engine emitted great quantities of noise in the form of ping and clatter the fu e l
w as of sufficient quality to get him to a gas station.
T e lephone conversation:
WAYNE RUSSELL: Chuck , where are you meeting for this weekend 1 s
cave trip?
CHUCK STUEHM: At the Enco Station at Bandera Road and Loop 4 10.
WAYNE: They have moved that station .
CHUCK : What do you mean? It was there last weekend.
WAYNE: No, they moved that Enco Station out and put in an Exxon.
It is rumored that at this year 1 s TSA convention there will be a

contest in bat calling . Although Robert Hemperly has the best
sounding bat irritation cry to this date, it is expected that he will
get much competition from Steve Fleming and Glenn Darilek,
After the mot ion that standing committees 1 reports be limited to
five minutes each , the chairma!l was asked . 11 How do you intend
t o enf o rce that motion? 11 Fieseler replied : 11 Physically. 11
Mike Walsh reports that after hitting a deer with his van, 0 1 Neals
garage in Rocksprings, Texas, did a non-ripoff job on the repairs.
0 1 Neal is the only one open on Sunday, and he is friendly toward
cavers.
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By Chuck Stuehm

You are going to find that the Tropical Boot that is being used in Viet
Na m today will become much more available in the near future. Maybe in
some Army-Navy stores across the country you may find them now. This
boot will or is, going to sell for about $10.00 more or less.
Ca v ers are always looking for footwear that ar e v ersatile, and the fact
tha t the se boots are good for most all environmental e x tremes, may well be
jus t the boots you are looking for.
The caving enthusiest needs a boot that is comfortable, durable, adaptab l e t o water and cheap. They must be able to take rugged mountain trails,
ro ug h passage ways, sloppy muddy crawlways, as well as water, {warm or
cold) both above and below the ground.
Although this boot is not water proof, {what boot can be water proof while
wa ding through a 3 or 4' stream in a cave) it does have 2 features that make
them ideal.
They have specially treated leather, and nylon that allows the
foot to breathe. There is a pair of plastic mesh ventilating insoles that come
with the boots which is to be worn with a heavy pair of wool socks. The insole gives the foot about a quarter inch of space that allows breathing along the
sole. Two small, screened vents at the instep act as drain holes when it
b e comes full of water and also allows circulation of air to help dry the feet.
Both of these features are important to the caver.
These boots also have a flexible rubber lug sole and heels like most all
hiking boots. They have been treated to resist bacteria and mildew. All
seams are double stitched with nylon thread and have nylon ankle supports
that are reinforced at all points of stress. The sole and heel are molded to
the leather uppers and separation is very rare. A pair of these boots weigh
appr oximately 4 lbs. They have been specially designed to resist penetration
such as bamboo spikes and the fangs of snakes. It will not cut easily at any
point .
Cavers boots are not cleaned very often but when you do, give them a
good coat of shoe polish containing Silicone, clean the inside with a moist
soapy rag and let them dry in the sun {not near heat of any kind) and your
boot will last a long time.
The gripping qualities are very good, good enough for any caving you
can think of, although not quite good enough for technical rock climbing where
you need a stiff and unbending sole.
The official tag for this boot is "Combat, Tropical, Mildew Resistant".
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DATE: September 2, 1972
DESTINATION: Mexico
PERSONNEL: W ayne Russell
REPORTED BY: Wayne R u s sell
On this trip I made an effort t o travel from Ciudad Acuna to Boquillas
Canyon and then cross over to Big Bend Nat 1 l Park, looking for caves all
along the way . Strange thing w as t h a t no one wanted to go. Nevertheless
I started.
The first sign of things to come was when the immigration official
asked me what my destination was. When I explained he shook his head and
asked again. So I pulled out my map and pointed out my intended route only
to find that the r e w ere abs o lutely no towns or villages at all along the way
for him to indi c ate as a destination. At last he put down Guadalajara and
sent me on my way. All w ent w ell unti l i left the pavement at Zaragoza and I
asked directions. Ever y o ne I asked kept pointing southward and saying
Saltillo or Guadalaj ara. W h e n I insisted that I wanted to go west they simply
stared at me and asked 11 Donde? 1 1 • It was as if the entire area between
Zaragoza and Big Bend did not exist. As far as they were concerned, it did
not. I finally found m y w ay out of town and went merrily westward about
16 kilom e ters, at w hich point the road began to deteriorate badly. After
another 16 kilometers I began to see limestone. By now the 11 road 11 was a
barely visible line of ruts which faded out entirely at times. However, I was
elated that I had found limestone; that is, until that same limestone began
beating the hell out of m y poor Rambler. By the time I reached Rancho El
Tuli (48 K. from Zaragoza) I had had enough. The thought of a mechanical
breakdown in that d e solate terrain was sobering. If 48 K. doesn't sound
like much consider t hat it took me 4 hours to get that far. But I did find thick,
good quality lime s to n e and lots of it. The best comparison I could make would
be to say that it looke d a lot like the Langtry area. I found only one cave,
about 18 m. lon g , a nd several shelters.
DATE: December 16 , 19 72
DESTINATION: Pozo de la Poza
PERSONNELL: St eve Fleming, John Graves, Blake Harrison, Robert
Hernperly, Mary Kay Krauska, Wayne Russell, Mike Walsh
REPORTED BY: Wayne Russell
I joined the rest of the gr oup in Alice , Texas and we made a fairly uneventful trip to Linar e s and turned westward into the mountains, camping near
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Ebanito. Next morning, I made a quick trip to the entrance of a cave before
we all headed to Santa Fe and took a quick look at six of the Santa Fe Dirt
Sinks then drove to La Poza. At the edge of the town we stopped to look at a
large dry sinkhole before going to our main destination, which was El Pozo
de La Poza. Here we spent a few hours surveying the pit, checking leads and
entertaining the natives. Then we were joined by a missionar y from Minnesota
who told us of a few other caves in the area . The survey c omplete, we went
searching for a horizontal gypsum cave in a nearby arroyo which we soon
found and explored its length of a few hundred fe e t. Then Blake went searching
for Mary Kay, who had missed the cave and wander e d about a mile down the
arroyo. Together again we checked seve ral pits and holes on a deserted ranch
nearby. We found an open w e ll which was suppos e d to ha v e c a v e passag e at the
bottom but we didn't know how deep the water was and no one w anted to get wet
anyway.
Then we moved on to Cueva de los Vampiros which we sur v e y ed. On this
trip we found a passage paralleling the main passage but this one had waist
deep water, which isn't all that bad until the ceiling drops to 5 inches above
the water.
All this time the cave's principal inhabitants seemed to forget that God
gave bats a terrific navigational system which is supposed to help them avoid
cavers. Although they seemed to be quite healthy the bats were constantly
colliding with us which naturally enough did little for our state of mind (and
visions of hydrophobia danced in our heads). Our thoroughly soaked and
grossed out band e·merged from the cave to face a bitterly cold night. Plans
for a scuba dive in a nearby cave were cancelled and everyone jumped into
sleeping bags.
The next day we ate in Monterrey and did the tourist bit before heading
for home.
DATE: January 6-7, 1973
DESTINATION: Carta Valley, Midnight Cave
PERSONNEL: Calvin Hurst, Ed Van Dalsom , Wayne Burks , Renate Racher,
Bob Lloyd
REPORTED BY : Bob Lloyd
Picture taking was the main objective this trip . Spent all of Saturday
morning getting everyone into the cave and it seemed the rest of the day trying
to get everyone out. All used the vertical entrance and we had only one set
of jumars. Spent two hours setting up a vertical shot at the entrance only to
later find that my camera was grossly out of focus . Bah Humbug! Oh well,
had a neat time cavorting about Acuna, Heh , Heh .
Quick trip over to Punkin
Sunday and off to Dallas.

*

*

*

*

*

*

ENCHANT ED ROCK

*

*

MAN -HUNT

*

*

*

Evidently this Man-Hunt game had to be called off due to an unprecidented
third snowfall for this year. It was kind of futile to try to climb the snowcovered dome and the hide -and- go- seek game was useless because of the tracks
left in the snow. We are waiting for an official report and news if the event is
to be re-scheduled.
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DATE: February 4, 1973
DESTINATION: Twin Pits, Bexar County
PERSONNEL: The Darileks, Winklers, Burdics, Scott Harden, Jorja
Lindgrom, Karen Clement
REPORTED BY: Phil Winkler
After a futile search for Jorja' s house (terrible directions), we met her
on the road near the cave. Jorja walked back to locate the cave, and Glenn
rigged the two pits which were about two meters from each other. One pit
went down about four meters, fissured thru the wall into the adjoining pit
which continues down for a total drop of ten meters . We began mapping the
cave at once.
The first medium sized room has a 1. 5 meter ceiling and about five
meters in diameter. A small crawl of about six meters leads to a second
pit, which decends about five meters and is an easy climb. From the bottom
of this pit the passage goes two ways and we chose the easiest for some rea son
which led to a pile of breakdown underwhich was more passage of the decending variety. Being the bravest of the bunch (and having drawn the short str aw )
I proceeded to squeeze down the remaining space in hopes of it opening up
again. After
thirty minutes and ten feet of progress I could see that this
was a dead end lead so I called back that it 11 went'' and everyone should follo w
me. Glenn and Bob took the bait and squeezed thru the narrow passage and
joined me at the terminal pool where we had about two cubic meters of spac e .
The pool does contain trogs though and the report back from Bill Elliott is
that this is the first time they've been found in Bexar County. There were
hundreds of the aquatic little devils.
We surveyed this as well as we could considering the contortions necessary and headed back.
DATE: February 10, 1973
DESTINATION: Inner Space, Steam Cave, Beck's Bat Cave
PERSONNEL:: Glenn Campbell, William Elliott, Vernelle Elliott
REPORTED BY: William Elliott
We left Lubbock Friday afternoon and stayed with my parents in Georgetown . Saturday morning Glenn and I set off to get cave crickets and milliped es
for some starch gel electrophoresis work
The ventilation shaft in Inner Spa ce
proved to be a good source of crickets, but most of th~m were imma~ur_e
We
were able to get Speodesmus millipedes on algae growmg around tratl ltghts,
but no Cambala millipedes were located as we had hoped. We enjoyed talking t o
Dr. Ernest Lundelius, Logan McNatt, Ron Ralph, Pam Lynn, Phil Wins borou gh
and several others who had come out from. Austin to look over the fine paleont ological digs. Then to Steam Cave where the adult crickets were plentiful as . wesll
as the nymphs. No millipedes, but we probably got tw~ species of Ce~thophtl~·
We made Beck's Bat Cave late in the afternoon and agam scored on crt~kets _ b
not on millipedes . We visited Reddell, Fieseler, Morris, et al. that mght tn
Austin and got back to Lubbock on Sunday night after fooling with a busted
water hose and a moribund fuel pump .
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DATE: February 11, 1973
DESTINATION: Pozo de Mendezona, Mangagoy, Bislig, Surigao del
Sur, (island of Mindanao) Phillipines.
PERSONNEL: Manuel de la Fuente, Danny Lawrence, Eric Martinson
REPORTED BY: Manuel de la Fuente
About two months ago a local logger pointed out a large pit located
northeast of the barrio of Mangagoy in the province of Surigao del Sur
of the Phillipines. This pit is situated about ten meters from a little
used logging road in the dense Mindanao jungle. A preliminary reconnaissance by an American living in Mangagoy, David Thomas, and myse lf showed the pit to be about 40 meters deep with an opening at the
top of about 30 meters in diameter. At this time we lowered ourselves
down by hand line for about 10 meters and could make out what we
thought was a horizontal cave at the bottom, this later pro v ed not to
b e true.
This pit excited me so much that I requested m y e quipment be airf reighted from the states and on the first part of Februar y while I was
i n Thailand it arrived in the Phillipines. Upon my return to the island
of Mindanao I started to look for someone to make the drop with me
a nd found two Canadians, Danny and Eric, both with no caving or
climbing experience. On February 11, 19 73 we packed our buggy with
our gear and headed into the jungle. Near the pit I gave a quick thirty
m inute lesson on vertical caving at an 8 meter high limes tone cliff and
we w_ere ready.
After rigging, Danny made the drop first with no problems to the
chatter of our onlookers, a colony of monkeys. Eric then rigged up and
heavy rains started. It was then decided that because of the adverse
conditions he would make the drop some other time. I then rigged and
made the quick drop. This drop was about 38 meters with only about 10
m eters being free. Upon my arrival at the bottom, the rain stopped.
The bottom of the pit is about 65 meters in diameter with an 8 meter
high mountain at the middle. The mountain seems to be iimestone rubble
pushed in during construction of the logging road. The rest of the floor
- is' covered by mud and a few formations decorate the walls. We quickly
looked over the bottom of the pit and then wanted out. During our climb
out some local forest workers stopped to have a look and we could hear
mumbles like "those crazy Americans", ' 'must be tourists", "when is
President Marcos going to kick out the hippies?" (Eric has hair to his
shoulders) or "should I start the car" (the rope was tied to the bumper)
and a few other things in their local dialect which was probably best that
we did not understand. Later we named the pit after the logger who
pointed it out.
DATE: February 11, 1973
DESTINATION: Big Bexar Cave and other holes inthe area
PERSONNEL: Phil Winkler, Bob Burdic, Greg Passmore, Bob Meyer,
Virginia Bias, and Kelly Price
REPORTED BY: Phil Winkler
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Kelly and Virginia were two new cavers who really got a good taste of
what it is all about on this trip! We stopped at the ranch, secured permission,
gave them a release, and headed for the pasture.
We stopped by the cave
and set up camp for lunch. We all enjoyed some of those delicious LRPS and
then geared up for the cave. There were two entrances side by side and one
was an easy climb down to the breakdown pile at the bottom of the other. We
carried along my Blue Water since Greg said there was a pit drop which had
to be rigged. The pit could possibly have been negotiated without the rope as
a handline but it would have been bad especially for the novices. There are
stalactites right inside the entrance sink and a lot of bones and debris. We
think we found a dinosaur bone or else a broken formation . Passage to the le ft
leads to large rooms with three to ten meter ceilings and piles of old guano.
Only one bat was seen in the cave. We rigged the six meter slope and decend ed
and then discovered that the cave seemed to end. Someone, Bob Burdic I thin k,
found a small lead which was just body-size and sloped at a 45 degree angle
down for about two meters. Again, because of my bravery and pushiness,
I was the one to go down first and discover that it opened up right over a
three meter pit which fortunately could be chimneyed easily. While the
others drew straws to see who went next I looked around and went down a
lead to the left which went around and back up to the hole through which I
had just emerged. I stationed myself there to watch the derrieres as they
came into the hole and to lend aid anci give vocal encouragement. A few kick s
of my foot also helped them see where to place their feet. Since you had to
enter feet first, it was fun to yell FREEZE you're hanging over the pit! !
From this point on they were putty in my hands until they got their head out
and could see what the situation was. There were a few new soda straws,
but very little live cave.
We left the cave where Greg was trying to dig out another pit about ten
meters from the others. There was quite a bit of air coming from the hole
so Bob Meyer put his shoulder to some of the bigger rocks and opened it
up. I had dropped my baby-bottle full of carbide down the hole so I was
really intent on getting into this hole. I crawled down the small entrance we
had opened and almost stuck my nose into the body of a dead possum which
figured the place as the possum graveyard or something.
I shone my light
around and determined that we had actually found some virgin cave, I climbed
out and we all recharged our lamps and entered.
It was a small squeeze into the hole, then past the dead possum and the
cave opened up. There is no real walking room in this cave but quite a few
interesting formations. Kelly and Bob found a truly fantastically realistic
phallus about one meter high and thirty centimeters in diameter. Photographs
will be forthcoming of this. We found that this virgin passage connected with
the other two holes of Bexar Cave but it is not possible, so far, to negotiate
the distance only to view it through formations and breakdown. There is one
lead off of the new pas sage which we c ouldn 1t push but will in the future.

TSA

CONVENTION

This year the TSA Convention will be held in San Marcos, Texas,
and it's right around the corner. The date is April 28-29, the last weekend in April. Plan to attend!
Convention activities (papers, talks, the BOG meeting, etc.) will be
held in room 113 of the BAM Building on the Southwest Texas University
campus. Bud Allen has donated the use of his land for the campground.
Camping and registration will begin on Friday afternoon (the 27th). Refer
to the location map for directions to the meeting room and the campsite.
Bordering the Blanco River, the campground is unimproved, having
no electricity or restroom facilities. Bring your own water and plan to
camp out (don't forget the mosquito repellant, just in case). Alc~fic
beverages and open fires will be permitted in the area. Just remember
that you are on a friend's land by permission of the leasee, Mr. Tuttl-e,
and don't cross any fences.
Saturday morning, Registration will open at the entrance to the
Convention hallway at 8:00 am. The Southwest Texas Grotto, which is
hosting the Convention, will be vending coffee in the Publication-Sales
room down the hallway. Please register quickly so that we may start
the Convention by 9:00 am. After the Board of Governors meeting in
the afternoon, the hamburger fry and beer bust will be held at the campground which is only four miles away. "TSA" signs will be posted along
the route indicated on the Convention Travelin' Guide.
Persons wishing to give a talk or present a paper or slide show at
the Co:l.Vention should write to me immediately. I have recieved absolutely
nothing as of 27 March. Please send the title and approximate time required
(a brief summary would also be appreciated) to: Neal Morris, 704 West 28 1/2
Street, Austin, Texas 78 705. This information is needed as soon as possible
so that a program can be printed.
No official field trips have been planned, but if you wish to do some
caving at the Convention, talk to some of the San Marcos cavers and I'm
sure a trip could be arranged. The Blanco River will offer recreation to
kayaks, canoes, and inner tubes on Sunday with a short stretch of whitewater nearby. Bring your motorcycles,. too. There is some challenging
terrain in the area.
The scene has been provided by the SWT cavers, but, as always, this
is your Convention! Only your attendance and participation can make it
another great one. Don't miss the Texas Region's biggest reunion of the year.

See you there!

CONVENTION '73
TRAVELIN' GUIDE
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DATE: February 11-13-1973
DESTINATION: La Gruta del Precipicio, Bustamente Canyon
P ERSONNEL: Glenn Da.rilek, Steve Fleming, John Graves, Mike Walsh
R EPORTED BY: Steve Fieming
We had decided to make another trip to Precipicio and take someone new
along to show them the route up. Glenn had planned to go the week before
but was unable to do so, so he jumped at the chance. Arriv ing we noted
that it was very cold and awoke the next morning with generous amounts of
ice on the sleeping bags . (boiling hot coffee spilled on a ground cloth froze
i n less than fifteen minutes and canned Dr . Peppers we re frozen solid. ed.)
Commenting vigorously and verbally about the f---- -in g (freezing ed.) tempe rature we began searching for excuses not to start the climb. After carefu lly examining the situation we discovered by deduction that the shiny stuff
high above was indeed ice and snow on our route . E v eryone was thoroughly
disappointed; dirty, old man weather had spoiled our plans. Not to be
t otally defeated however, we proceeded to run a triangulation survey to
de termine the entrance height above the road. Our results showed that the
cave was 610 meters above the road.
Back in Bustamante, we talked to someone who said that there had been
fo ur inches (he wasn't a metric man) of snow two days earlier in the canyon.
F rom this bit of news we struck onward and decided to visit La Gruta del
Carrizal since Glenn and John had not been there. From there we headed for
Monterrey before crashing in Huasteca Canyon. We took a quick visit to
Chipinque Mesa the next day. Returning through Laredo took only about
two minutes . The custom agents remarked 11 you ' r e spelunkers, huh? 11 and
le t us out with no check. This is the second or third time this has happened
to us at Laredo. Takes all the fun out of border crossing.
DATE: March 4, 1973
DESTINATION: Pyramid Cave
PERSONNEL: Dan Watson, Mike Warton, Blake Harrison, Mary Kay Krauska
Jim Haning, Donald Spears, and Stan Moerbe
REPORTED BY: Stan Moerbe
On invitation from Dan Watson six SWTG cavers joined Dan and Mike on a
tr ip to Pyramid Cave . Pyramid had not been v i sited in approximately two years
a nd the specific purpose of this trip was to increase the known depth and also
find a connection between the upper and lower levels.
We spent Friday night at a fantastic campground on the Nueces River and
e ntered the cave at noon Saturday. Eight hours later everyone e x ited the cave
but Dan. After waiting several minutes Mike returned to help Dan with a new
c rawl which had to be opened up with a hammer. They finally left the cave
about two hours later after having reached what they considered a deeper part
of the cave than that previously known. All attempts to link the two levels
failed . We also failed in our attempt to talk with the landowner as he was not
at his home as we arrived or as we left. Luckily Dan had called and received
pe rmission eariler in the week.
Supposedly everyone enjoyed the many hours of crawling around in l:he small
passageways of the cave but all were happy to return to the campground for
some BS and sleep. The return home Sunday was une v entful.
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